
How to Help with STEAM at Home

Science
Technology
Engineering
Art
Math

The whole point of STEAM is to inspire 
inquiry and curiosity; to empower 
students to ask questions that promote 
creativity and exploration, and to 
connect their problem-solving to 
real-world solutions.



Science Teachers at Barcroft
Krista Bouton- Teaches K-5

Thea Aldrich- Teaches 3rd grade

Max Adamo- Teaches all 5th grade



APS Science 



Science 
Grade Level Topics

Science SOL in 5th
Covers content in 
4th and 5th

Test Prep:
SOLpass- password solpass
Jefferson Lab



How Can Your Child Access APS Science 
Resources?

Technology



How to Access Each Program for Science



STEMscopes



How to Use STEMScopes



Generation Genius



How to Use Generation Genius



Flocabulary



Brainpop Jr.



Brainpop 



How to Use BrainPOP



Science Through Canvas

Grades 3-5 Assignments in STEMscopes/Nearpod
                    Quick Checks
              
Legends of Learning Over 2,000, curriculum-aligned, math and 
science games, that are actually fun, created to engage students 
and assist teachers in class or at home.



Other Sites for General Investigation 
Phenomena: 
https://www.ngssphenomena.com/searchable-phenomena



Other Sites for General Investigation 
Wonderopolis: https://wonderopolis.org/wonders?category=science



Other Sites for General Investigation 
Mystery science (free trial until June 30th): https://mysteryscience.com/ 



Engineering

Build and Design! 

Use household materials.

Engineering is solving problems, designing and creating, and building 
things. It is about finding out how things work, how they are 
constructed, and why.



Art
Use a science notebook to draw models and diagrams,



Math
Science and math are everywhere in your home. Use 
math in the kitchen, backyard, grocery store, or 
anywhere!
Use measurement, time, money, counting, make up 
story problems!



10 Tips to Support Children’s 
Science Learning

Adapted from NAEYC © National Association for the 
Education of Young Children



10. Value your child’s questions- 
When a child asks a question, the child 
lets us know he/she is thinking about 
how the world works. 
Staying curious is one of the most 
important parts of science.



9. Explore and find the answers together.
You don’t have to be your child's encyclopedia and quickly try to 
answer all your child’s questions. Responding with “What do you 
think?” or “I don’t know but we can find out together” can stimulate 
more thought and additional questions. Explore and find the 
answers together.



8. Give children time and space to explore. 
Children need time to experiment, try things out, 
and think on their own. 
Children learn science through trial and error. 

They need time to experiment, try things out, 

and think on their own. Wait before jumping in 

with "correct" answers. Give your child the time 

and space to explore and discover on her own.



7. Accept that explorations are often messy. Let 
students get their hands dirty!
Whether it’s outdoor exploration with mud 
and sticks or indoors with water, children are 
likely to get dirty when they explore materials. 
Dress children in old clothing and tell them 
it’s ok to get dirty.



6. Learn from mistakes together. 
A mistake in an experiment or activity can 
lead to all kinds of possibilities and it provides 
opportunities for you and your child to 
refine your ideas, understanding, 
and hypotheses.



5. Invite curiosity. 
Science learning begins with curiosity. 
Observations and questions can create 
a climate of discovery – 
key to scientific learning.



4.  Support further exploration. 
Intentional adult interactions with 
children can extend their learning. 
When the moment is right – maybe 
when they are done exploring on their own, 
offer a suggestion to extend the exploration. 
Guide your child by asking questions like, 
“What might happen if we try this?”



3. Encourage children to record their 
observations. 
Keep a science notebook. 
Writing, drawing, or taking 
photographs are all ways 
to record observations - 
an important scientific skill. 



2. Make good use of your electronic 
devices. 

Take pictures of a stunning butterfly, 
record frog sounds, use a website or
 app to learn more about a specific 
phenomenon or creature.



1. Use items you have at home to experiment 
and explore!



Field Trips! All Free and 
Close By!
● National History Museum
● Air and Space Museum
● National Zoo
● National Geographic Museum
● United States Botanic Garden
● United States National Arboretum
● Long Branch or Gulf Branch Nature Center



Any Questions?




